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Why do we measure Reputation?



“Many academics find it a distasteful concept; I think partly because it 
connotes ideas of superficiality and shallowness, and it doesn’t really 
speak to the substance of what we do...

“Whether you like it or not, universities have a brand – its an image that 
people associate with us. And we want that image to be as positive as 
possible.”

Meric Gertler
President, University of Toronto

Are universities brands?



Some brands require little introduction



Reputation is subjective but…

“The reputation rankings are unashamedly 
based on nothing more than academics’ 
subjective judgement…

… it is, however, the considered, expert 
judgement of published academics – the 
people best placed to know the most about 
excellence in our universities.”





Reputation in rankings



Mission statement

To help universities understand their position against their mission.

To help students find and access the university best suited to their abilities and aspirations. 

To help higher education deliver transformational teaching, research and innovation.



Where do we use reputation?



How do we measure Reputation?



Methodology

• Invitees are selected by Times Higher Education. Strictly invitation-only. Universities 
cannot make nominations or supply contact lists, and individuals cannot nominate 
themselves for participation

• Survey is sent to active academics (published in last 5 years)

• The results are benchmarked using UNESCO data. This is to ensure the ranking is   
representative of the global distribution of scholars, both by country and subject



Methodology

• Scholars are questioned at the level of their specific subject discipline and are asked 
to name up to 15 universities that they believe are the best in research and teaching. 
Voting is unordered

• We also ask about demographics and the rationale behind why people vote the way 
they do

• Translated into 12 languages

• This year we have capped self-voting to 10%



Survey questions



Survey questions



Historical responses

Year Voters Votes

2018 10,162 132,250

2019 11,554 157,575

2020 11,004 160,129

2021 10,963 149,536



2021 (Elsevier) 2022 (THE) 2023 (THE) 2 year change

Respondents 10,963 29,606 38,796 +254%

Ranking votes 149,536 420,204 524,305 +251%

Countries participating 128 159 166

Response rate 1.6% 1.8% 1.8%

Survey comparison YoY





• 85 institutions with 1,000 votes or more

• Over 500 institutions with 100 votes or more

• Over 5,700 institutions featuring in the survey

Voting milestones

• 12 countries with 10,000 votes or more

• 45 countries with 1,000 votes or more

• 161 countries receiving at least one vote



Full dataset

Overall reputation dataset

Number of responses 143,000

Ranking votes received 1,933,000

Participating countries 197

Institutions recognised 6,600



Patterns and trends from the 2023 survey











Vote origination for North America



Vote origination for Europe



Vote origination for Japan



Europe and North America



Asia



What drives decisions?



Comparison of Reputation with Impact



Times Higher Education Reputation & Brand 
Consultancy

Helping Universities Build Their Global 
Profiles

Mark Sudbury 

Head of Reputation, Times Higher Education

Head, The World 100 Reputation Network



THE Consultancy - providing strategic, data-driven guidance 
to universities and governments globally



THE Reputation and brand consultancy; powered by  
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www.theworld100.com

• Full analysis of the institution’s 
performance in the Academy Reputation 
Survey

• Breakdown of votes by subject, country 
and demographic of voters

• Benchmarking with comparator 
universities

• Analysis of relationship between 
reputation performance and institutional 
global citation trends

• Identification of market opportunities to 
improve reputation, based on 
international collaborative trends



STAKEHOLDER

Engaging stakeholders to 
measure their perceptions of 
the university for 
benchmarking reputation & 
informing strategy

PERCEPTIONS
AUDITS

• Surveying key internal audiences 
to understand perceptions of 
brand strengths and challenges

• Quantitative surveys with a broad 
group of opinion formers to 
establish external reputational 
position

• In-depth interviews with the 
university’s key stakeholders to 
explore perceptions of the 
university and test strategic 
priorities
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• A collaborative research project 
involving leading global universities 
measuring reputation with key 
audiences.

• The data supports benchmark setting, 
comparing with peers and tracking 
performance across time.

• For international universities: surveys 
with 7 key audiences. UK survey with 
15 key opinion-forming groups has 
been running since 2017

• 2024 Tracker kicks off in January.
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Q: If the university with the best reputation in the world scored 10/10, how would you rate 
the reputation of THIS university



How members are using Tracker data

“We use the insight to inform discussions with 
academic colleagues on rankings and 

reputation.”

“The data allows us to have difficult 
conversations with the senior team.”

“We have a good baseline for moving 
forward… and to compare with many of 

our competitors.”

“Having benchmarks is critical.”



Branding Consultancy Solutions

Using several digital monitoring and intelligence tools, we 
are able to generate 70 digital metrics that provide dynamic 
real time insight into the power behind a university brand. 
Each metric provides insight into content profiled and 
strategies employed as part of universities’ communications 
strategies

DIGITAL BRAND 
DIAGNOSTIC

BRAND 
SNAPSHOT

Analysis of 70 digital intelligence metrics, combined with a 
qualitative assessment of digital content

Reviewing the online brand assets of your institution 
against a group of identified competitors. Assessment is 
based on a scoring system using a framework of 20+ 
metrics within 9 brand areas, including research brand, 
location brand and international brand.

Qualitative assessment via a brand assessment framework



Brand Snapshot - attributes assessed
“To what extent is the 
city/location a brand 
asset?”

“How does the university 
differentiate its student 
brand?”

“What are the research 
strengths as stated on 
the website?”

“What are the five main messages 
that the university is repeating?”

Vision and 
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Campaigns
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Engaging 
content

News brand

International 
brand

Research 
brand
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brand

Strategy
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CONNECTING UNIVERSITIES SINCE 2007

UNIVERSITIES FROM ACROSS 14 COUNTRIES 

The only professional network for world-ranked 
universities focused on building reputation and global 
profile through research and networking.

Membership is exclusive to universities in the top 
200 of THE, QS, SJT and US News rankings; top 
100 under 50; top 100 THE Impact Rankings

REPUTATION & RANKINGS 

RESEARCH

CONFERENCES, EVENTS 

AND NETWORKING

MEDIA & SOCIAL MEDIA 

MONITORING

REPUTATION TRAINING 

ACADEMY



CURRENT
WORLD 100 

MEMBERS



ANY QUESTIONS? 

consultancy@timeshighereducation.com

mark.sudbury@theworld100.com

LINKEDIN GROUP

Join our dedicated group: 
Reputation in Higher 

Education

mailto:consultancy@timeshighereducation.com
mailto:mark.Sudbury@theworld100.com
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